Homologous recombination (HR) is a central process to ensure genomic stability in somatic cells and during meiosis. HR-associated DNA synthesis determines in large part the fidelity of the process. A number of recent studies have demonstrated that DNA synthesis during HR is conservative, less processive, and more mutagenic than replicative DNA synthesis. In this review, we describe mechanistic features of DNA synthesis during different types of HR-mediated DNA repair, including synthesis-dependent strand annealing, break-induced replication, and meiotic recombination. We highlight recent findings from diverse eukaryotic organisms, including humans, that suggest both replicative and translesion DNA polymerases are involved in HR-associated DNA synthesis. Our focus is to integrate the emerging literature about DNA polymerase involvement during HR with the unique aspects of these repair mechanisms, including mutagenesis and template switching.
INTRODUCTION
Homologous recombination (HR) is a critical pathway for maintaining genome stability, owing to its ability to repair complex DNA damage such as DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) and interstrand cross-links (ICLs). Moreover, HR provides a mechanism for tolerating lesions that block the progress of replication forks. During meiosis, HR is critical in establishing the physical linkage between homologs by crossover formation that facilitates faithful chromosome segregation. Progress has been made in understanding the mechanisms of HR processes such as the initial processing of damage (e.g., DSB resection); assembly and function of the pivotal RAD51 nucleoprotein filament, which conducts homology search and DNA strand invasion; and enzymes that generate and process recombination junctions, including the hallmark intermediate for crossover formation, the double Holliday junction (dHJ) (Figure 1) . The RAD51 filament also stabilizes stalled replication forks against nucleolytic degradation (128) . This process does not appear to involve DNA strand invasion because RAD54 is not required (128) ; it is also unlikely to involve DNA synthesis. A collection of informative reviews documents these impressive advances (63) .
Although DNA synthesis during HR is essential to restore the integrity of the chromosomes, this process had long been considered to be a rather mundane subject. Three distinct discoveries changed this perception and put HR-associated DNA synthesis, its mechanisms, and the proteins involved in the spotlight. First, Strathern and colleagues (142) discovered that HR-mediated DSB repair is associated with an ∼1,000-fold increase in mutation frequency, showing that HR is not error-free, as often posited. Second, the expanding complement of DNA polymerases in eukaryotes provides a rich stable of potential enzymes involved in DNA synthesis during HR, including translesion DNA polymerases. A list of all the eukaryotic DNA polymerases (reviewed in 151), their basic properties and subunit composition, and comments on their function in DSB repair by HR are provided in Table 1 . Finally, recent genetic and molecular studies in Saccharomyces cerevisiae demonstrated that break-induced replication (BIR), a pathway for HR (Figure 1) , involves longrange DNA synthesis with a mechanism that differs from canonical DNA replication (3, 123, 155) .
In this review, we discuss the roles of DNA polymerases in HR, focusing on eukaryotes (S. cerevisiae, Drosophila melanogaster, Gallus gallus DT40 cells, Mus musculus, and Homo sapiens) with only brief mention of other DSB repair processes such as nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ), microhomology-mediated end joining [MMEJ; also called alternative end joining (alt-EJ)], and single-strand annealing (SSA) (see Figure 1) . We highlight the different HR-associated DNA synthesis steps postulated by current models and attempt to elaborate common principles. The complement of available DNA polymerases varies from organism to organism ( Table 2) . Therefore, we resist projecting the data into a single model, but instead point out how the increasingly complex complement of DNA polymerases may lead to functional specialization. The reader is referred to other excellent reviews related to this topic and on DNA polymerases in bacteria and archaea (80, 104, 109) .
DOUBLE-STRAND BREAK REPAIR OVERVIEW
HR is most commonly studied in the context of DSB repair (Figure 1 ). This is because of the importance of this pathway for the repair of this complex lesion and also because nucleases can easily induce site-specific DSBs, allowing a number of experimental approaches that are less readily employed in the study of other lesions that can also be repaired by HR, such as replicationassociated gaps. Thus, the present discussion focuses on HR and insights learned from DSB repair. It is unclear whether gap repair by HR differs in its selection of DNA polymerases. As described below, three different pathways compete for DSB repair (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1
Double-strand break (DSB) repair pathways. Different DNA synthesis steps are indicated by the DNA polymerase symbol. New DNA synthesis (broken lines) plays a role in all DSB repair pathways, including single-strand annealing (SSA), nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ), and its variants, microhomologymediated end joining/alternative end-joining (MMEJ/alt-EJ) and homologous recombination (HR). Although HR is the only pathway that produces a double Holliday Junction (dHJ), it can also proceed by pathways that do not involve dHJ formation, such as synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA) and break-induced replication (BIR). Abbreviation: D-loop, displacement loop.
Single-strand annealing (SSA): a mode of homologydirected DNA repair involving DNA reannealing but not Rad51-mediated DNA strand invasion
End-joining mechanisms (NHEJ and MMEJ/alt-EJ) require little to no resection and lead to direct ligation of the two ends of the DSB. The product is a contiguous chromosome and is often accompanied by deletions and insertions at the DSB site, depending on the initial chemical structure of the DSB. NHEJ and MMEJ/alt-EJ appear to require specialized DNA polymerases ( Table 1) , which may be distinguished by their ability to synthesize across noncontiguous template strands. 
PrimPol DNA polymerase data based on Genome Databases from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Drosophila melanogaster, Gallus gallus, Mus musculus, and Homo sapiens. Pol σ (sigma) is a cytoplasmic poly-riboA terminal transferase and is not listed here (124) .
RPA:
replication protein A Synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA): a pathway of HR with dedicated noncrossover outcome SSA requires extensive resection and the presence of tandem-repeated DNA sequences flanking the break, to allow annealing of complementary DNA sequences. In S. cerevisiae, Rad52 is the only activity shown to anneal single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) coated with replication protein A (RPA) acting in concert with Rad59 (144) . After the structure-selective endonuclease XPF-ERCC1 (Rad1-Rad10 in S. cerevisiae) trims the flaps, DNA synthesis fills in the remaining gaps (Figure 2) . The product is a contiguous chromosome that lacks one repeat and the intervening sequence. It is currently not known which DNA polymerases are involved in SSA, but SSA may serve as a proxy for the second DNA synthesis step in synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA) (see below) (also see Figure 2 ). We refer the reader to authoritative reviews discussing these processes and the associated enzymes (63, 72) .
HR involves the resection of DSBs to expose ssDNA. ssDNA is less chemically stable than double-stranded DNA (74) , which has clear consequences for HR-associated mutagenesis (discussed below). Unlike NHEJ or MMEJ/alt-EJ, HR is a template-dependent process (Figure 1) . During somatic DNA repair, the natural template is the sister chromatid (53, 57 detected experimentally (25). The consequence of using the sister as a template for DSB repair by HR is that, in somatic cells, no mismatches are expected in DNA strand invasion intermediates (Figure 1) , unless DNA strand invasion occurs between repeats with diverged sequences (also called homeologous DNA) at nonallelic sequences in a process referred to as homeologous recombination.
In contrast, during meiotic HR, the preferred template is the homolog, which can contain natural DNA sequence variations. This can potentially create mismatches at or close to the 3 end of the invading strand, and these mismatches may affect extension by DNA polymerases. This fundamental difference between somatic recombinational DNA repair and meiotic recombination can be explored in experimentally tractable organisms such as yeast, flies, and mice, but it is not readily examined in other systems such as chicken DT40 cells and humans. Studies in S. cerevisiae are largely conducted in isogenic strains, where the homologs are identical except for the few genetic markers used, thus masking this potentially important biological feature of meiotic HR.
DNA POLYMERASES: GENERAL MECHANISMS AND DIFFERENT MODES OF DNA SYNTHESIS DURING HOMOLOGOUS RECOMBINATION
All cells must accurately replicate their genomes during each cell division. DNA polymerases are at the core of DNA synthesis, a task that is constantly challenged by a variety of endogenous and exogenous DNA-damaging agents as well as unusual DNA structures. To do this, cells rely on a range of specialized DNA polymerases to properly replicate nuclear and organelle genomes ( Table 1) .
All DNA polymerases fold into a conformation composed of three distinct domains known as palm, thumb, and fingers. However, they differ in their polymerization properties, such as catalytic efficiency, processivity, fidelity, and preferred DNA substrate. Processivity defines the ability of DNA polymerases to incorporate more than one nucleotide at a primer template per binding event. Processivity is an intrinsic property of a polymerase that is highly influenced by whether and with what affinity a polymerase interacts with the processivity clamp proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) (79) ( Table 1 ). This interaction can be modulated by PCNA modifications such as ubiquitylation and sumoylation. Repair synthesis of as little as 10 nucleotides or less during baseexcision repair requires a PCNA-dependent polymerase, suggesting that PCNA-independent DNA polymerases, such as Pol β, which acts during base-excision repair, are specialized to fill short gaps and may be restricted to single nucleotide insertions. PCNA interaction and high processivity are expected to minimize template switching of DNA polymerases.
DNA polymerase fidelity is enforced during two aspects of the synthesis reaction. The first involves the insertion of a nucleotide, using Watson-Crick base-pairing rules, on undamaged or damaged templates. The second involves extension of a nonstandard primer template that contains either mismatches or damaged bases. The behavior of many DNA polymerases during these two aspects of synthesis has been painstakingly determined, and mutational profiles have been established (140) . Proofreading by an intrinsic 3 -5 exonuclease activity is another distinguishing feature of DNA polymerases δ and ε ( Table 1) , which greatly enhances their fidelity and allows them to engage a primer template with mismatches at or near its 3 end. Participation by low-fidelity DNA polymerases determines the mutagenicity of the ensuing DNA synthesis steps in HR on damaged or undamaged DNA templates as well as during the extension of mismatched primer templates. DNA polymerases are classified into different families according to their evolutionary conservation, as listed in Table 1 . The A family includes DNA polymerases γ, θ, and ν. DNA polymerase γ is a high-fidelity polymerase with proofreading activity responsible for replication and repair of the mitochondrial genome (58) . DNA polymerases θ and ν are low-fidelity (16, 84, 164) . The B family formed by DNA polymerases α, δ, ε, and ζ is involved in a large variety of DNA transactions, including chromosomal DNA replication, repair, translesion synthesis (TLS), and HR. Thus, not surprisingly, B-family polymerases are the most widespread polymerase family found in eukaryotes (109) . DNA polymerases α, δ, and ε cooperate with other proteins in the replication fork, and DNA polymerases δ and ε are responsible for the bulk of chromosome replication (109) . DNA polymerases β, λ, μ, and terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) form the X family of DNA polymerases and are involved in DNA repair. X-family DNA polymerases are strictly distributive and overall involved in short DNA fragment synthesis (32). DNA polymerase β is mainly involved in base-excision repair (109) . DNA polymerases λ, μ, and TdT have been implicated in NHEJ, MMEJ/alt-EJ, and variable-diversity-joining [V(D)J] recombination, in addition to processes responsible for generating diversity in the immunoglobulin and T cell receptors during the early stages of B and T cell maturation, respectively (90, 109) . The Y family comprises DNA polymerases η, ι, κ, and Rev1, which act primarily in lesion bypass (32, 109). PrimPol, the most recent addition to the complement of eukaryotic DNA polymerases (30), is a second DNA primase found in some but not all eukaryotes ( Table 2) .
During DNA replication, the DNA polymerase α-primase complex lays down a hybrid RNA-DNA primer for Pol δ and Pol ε. Leading-strand synthesis is, in concept, continuous, although repriming likely occurs in vivo (Figure 2a ). This process does not require strand displacement, as the replicative DNA helicase unwinds the duplex template. In fact, Pol ε is incapable of strand displacement synthesis (31). Owing to the polarity of DNA synthesis, it is obligatory for the lagging strand to be synthesized in a discontinuous fashion. Priming is required for each Okazaki fragment, and Pol δ completes the synthesis involving displacement of the previous primer for lagging-strand processing (31). Both replicative polymerases engage with PCNA, albeit with different affinities (Pol δ higher than Pol ε) to achieve similar processivity and curtail template switching (19) .
During HR, several different modes of DNA synthesis can be differentiated, and the various HR intermediates that DNA polymerases encounter are bound by different sets of proteins (see Figure 2 ). These conceptual considerations suggest that different DNA polymerases are involved during HR-associated DNA synthesis. After DNA strand invasion by the Rad51 filament, Rad54 is required to provide DNA polymerases access to the invading 3 end to initiate DNA synthesis (70) . DNA synthesis in the displacement loop (D-loop) is continuous, similar to leadingstrand synthesis during DNA replication, but requires displacement synthesis in the bubble of the D-loop. Displacement synthesis is a feature of lagging-strand synthesis during DNA replication, although the displaced strand at the lagging strand is a short flap and not a bubble. Hence, only DNA polymerases capable of displacement synthesis are candidates for extending the invading strand during HR, termed here first-end DNA synthesis (Figure 2b) .
A second mode of HR-associated DNA synthesis during the dHJ pathway engages the second end on the displaced strand of the D-loop (Figure 2b ). This gap-filling reaction does not require displacement synthesis per se but may involve displacement of the 5 end flanking the gap. Hence, any DNA polymerase incapable or capable of displacement synthesis is a potential candidate for this mode of DNA synthesis.
A third mode of DNA synthesis during HR occurs from the second end during SDSA (and SSA) (Figure 2b) . What distinguishes both modes of second-end DNA synthesis is that during dHJ the displaced strand of the D-loop is topologically constrained, whereas during SDSA (or SSA) there is no such constraint. In S. cerevisiae, the second end in the dHJ and SDSA pathways is likely captured by Rad52-mediated reannealing, similar to SSA (65, 134) . It is unclear whether second-end capture by Rad52 and potentially other factors (Rad59, flap processing factors) imposes specific requirements on the DNA polymerase or if it affects PCNA loading by RFC.
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Finally, DNA synthesis associated with BIR requires specific factors (e.g., Pol32, Pif1) to ensure long-range DNA synthesis and to physically separate leading-from lagging-strand DNA synthesis, as discussed more fully below. DNA synthesis of >45 nucleotides (shorter extension could not be measured) from the invading strand during BIR starts with a significant ∼6-h delay compared with what appears to be the same reaction during SDSA (48) . The processes involved are unclear, but coupling DNA synthesis to the recognition of a second DSB end is a distinguishing characteristic of SDSA. In sum, conceptual considerations suggest that different DNA polymerases are engaged during the distinguishable DNA synthesis steps in HR, and the type of DNA polymerase defines important properties affecting HR outcome, including associated mutations and template switching.
DNA POLYMERASES AND THEIR ROLES IN HOMOLOGOUS RECOMBINATION
Below, we discuss the evidence for the involvement of each eukaryotic DNA polymerase in HR. Basic properties of these polymerases are presented in Table 1 , and an overview of the DNA polymerases present in specific eukaryotic species is provided in Table 2 ; the discussion below follows the order in Table 2 .
DNA Polymerase Alpha
DNA polymerase alpha (Pol α) is a two-subunit enzyme with a large, 167-kDa, catalytic subunit that forms a complex with the two-subunit primase complex to extend the RNA primer to allow de novo template-dependent DNA synthesis. Pol α is a relatively high-fidelity DNA polymerase but lacks proofreading activity. An initial genetic report suggested the involvement of Pol α in HR in the G1 phase of the cell cycle (37). Pol α primase is required in cycling cells for HOinduced mating-type switching, an SDSA-type HR event (47). Later analysis in G2-arrested cells concluded that neither Pol α nor primase is needed (153) . It is unclear whether this discrepancy is due to cell cycle phase-specific effects on the temperature-sensitive mutant proteins used in these studies, as their protein levels were not monitored.
DNA Polymerase Delta
DNA polymerase delta (Pol δ) is a primary replicative polymerase that is believed to preferentially catalyze lagging-strand DNA synthesis, although this view has been recently challenged (54, 85) . The human enzyme contains four subunits (POLD1-4); POLD1 is the largest (124 kDa), containing the catalytic polymerase activity and the proofreading 3 -5 exonuclease function. S. cerevisiae Pol δ contains only three subunits, the catalytic subunit Pol3 as well as Pol31 and Pol32 (109) . The noncatalytic subunits are required for processivity and optimal PCNA interaction. Interestingly, the Pol32 subunit in S. cerevisiae Pol δ is not essential for normal growth. Pol δ is capable of displacement synthesis and its processivity is strongly stimulated by PCNA, becoming essentially PCNA-dependent under conditions of physiological ionic strength (51) . The interaction of S. cerevisiae Pol δ with PCNA is highly complex, involving the Fe-S cluster of the large subunit and PCNA-interaction sites, called PIP boxes, in all three subunits, such that Pol δ is likely occupying all three binding sites on the PCNA heterotrimer (2, 97) .
Extensive genetic, molecular, and biochemical evidence shows that S. cerevisiae Pol δ is central to HR-associated DNA synthesis. Experiments using pol3 thermosensitive alleles showed that Pol δ is required for recombinational DNA repair (26). A complex screen for meiotic recombination mutants isolated pol3-ct, a short terminal truncation of the Pol δ catalytic subunit, which results in shortened conversion track lengths during meiotic and mitotic recombination as well as reduced meiotic crossovers and defective BIR (81, 82) . The mutation likely affects processivity by impairing interactions with Pol31 and indirectly with PCNA (10). These results suggest that displacement synthesis associated with D-loop extension requires a high degree of processivity. A proofreadingdeficient mutant of Pol δ, pol3-01, resulted in higher mutagenesis during gene conversion across the entire marker gene, suggesting that Pol δ synthesizes the bulk of the new DNA during this process (41). Remarkably, the pol3-01 mutation eliminated all −1 frameshift mutations and template switches (41). This may reflect the increased processivity and increased strand displacement of the proofreading-defective enzyme (31), consistent with a role of Pol δ in first-end synthesis. Pol δ appears to interact directly with the invading 3 end, as its proofreading activity can trim short nonhomologies prior to extension (106) . Using molecular real-time assays to monitor DSB-induced gene conversion, Haber and colleagues showed a recombination defect in the thermosensitive pol3-14 strain, as the MAT switching product was reduced by approximately 30% at the restrictive temperature (47, 153). It is unclear whether the partial defects observed are due to functional overlap with additional DNA polymerases or if depletion of this essential protein was incomplete.
In vitro biochemical reconstitution experiments, using purified S. cerevisiae and human proteins, demonstrated that Pol δ can efficiently extend up to 80% of the invading strands in Rad51-mediated D-loops (69, 71, 129, 130, 139) . In these studies, DNA synthesis was entirely dependent on PCNA, consistent with the need for displacement synthesis in the D-loop. The extent of synthesis was limited by the topology of the negatively supercoiled donor DNA because each 10 nucleotides synthesized introduce a superhelical turn. This topological constraint could be overcome by the addition of topoisomerase I, high levels of the ssDNA binding protein RPA, or the helicase Pif1 (71, 139, 155) .
As noted in Figure 1 , BIR requires long-range DNA synthesis that appears to be particularly sensitive to perturbations of Pol δ. In budding yeast, the pol3-ct mutation is entirely defective in BIR, as is the deletion of the nonessential subunit Pol32 (10, 75, 136) . However, both mutants are proficient in gene conversion (44, 75, 81, 82) . POLD3, the human POL32 ortholog, is also not essential, but it is required for BIR-like recombination events (20) . It is unclear why the Pol3-ct and Pol32 defects are specific for BIR and do not show a significant defect in DNA replication. A possible explanation is that, compared with BIR-associated DNA synthesis, lagging-strand DNA synthesis is much shorter, estimated at 200 nucleotides (138) . Also, gene conversion via SDSA involves significantly shorter DNA synthesis than does BIR. This suggests that Pol δ catalyzes processive DNA synthesis of longer than 200 nucleotides during BIR. Moreover, BIR requires a specific processivity factor, the Pif1 helicase, which migrates the extending D-loop to circumvent the topological constraint of D-loop extension discussed above (123, 155) . The mechanism by which Pif1 contributes to BIR remains to be determined, in particular whether it directly interacts with Pol δ.
In sum, there is abundant evidence from genetic, molecular, and biochemical studies that Pol δ is a central player in HR-associated DNA synthesis. It is particularly adept at extending the 3 -OH end of the invading strand in the D-loop, performing first-end DNA synthesis in all HR pathways (Figure 1) . Interestingly, Pol δ is also involved in MMEJ/alt-EJ-associated DNA synthesis in budding yeast (67, 90) .
DNA Polymerase Epsilon
DNA polymerase epsilon (Pol ε) is a high-fidelity polymerase that may be primarily responsible for leading-strand replication, although this view has been challenged (54, 114) . Human Pol ε is composed of four subunits: POLE (catalytic subunit A), POLE2 (subunit 2 or B), POLE3 
and DNA polymerase domains are located in the N-terminal domain of Pol2. However, the N-terminal domain is not essential in S. cerevisiae, and a mutant lacking these regions does not display hypersensitivity to DSBs (62) . Interestingly, the C-terminal domain, responsible for protein-protein interactions, is essential for survival in budding yeast (23) . Dpb3 and Dpb4 are nonessential subunits that affect Pol ε processivity and DNA binding (54, 150) , whereas Dpb2 is also an essential protein in S. cerevisiae (24). Unlike Pol δ, Pol ε has high affinity for DNA, but low affinity for PCNA (19) . However, Pol ε processivity can be stimulated by addition of PCNA (19) . Mammalian and yeast Pol ε were reported to be incapable of displacement synthesis (28, 112), which is consistent with its role at the leading strand during replication (114) and with the alternate view that Pol ε acts in the repair of Pol δ-mediated errors (54) . This property suggests that Pol ε is unlikely to be involved in first-end synthesis at the D-loop but leaves open the possibility that it acts during second-end synthesis.
Genetic studies in budding yeast have not provided a clear answer to the question of whether Pol ε is required for HR. Using the same approach to demonstrate the involvement of Pol δ in HR of monitoring recombination between noncomplementing thermosensitive alleles at the restrictive temperature (26), no evidence for a role of Pol ε was obtained (37). This is consistent with the observation that pol2-16 mutant cells, which lack the Pol ε catalytic polymerase and exonuclease domains, do not display repair defects (62) . Even in a genetically sensitized background using the pol3-ct mutation, the pol2-16 Pol ε mutant did not enhance the phenotypes in UV-induced or IR-induced recombination of pol3-ct in hetero-allele recombination in diploid cells (82) . Using a physical assay to monitor DSB-induced gene conversion at the MAT locus, the thermosensitive Pol ε allele pol2-18 showed a reduction in conversion products (∼30%) similar to that seen for the thermosensitive Pol δ allele pol3-14 (153) . The relatively mild phenotype of both mutants could be due to functional overlap or incomplete inactivation of the affected enzyme. Independent evidence for the involvement of Pol ε in HR comes from the profile of HR-associated mutations in strains with the Pol ε proofreading-deficient allele pol2-01 (41). As with the analogous Pol δ allele discussed above, the mutations were spread over the entire marker gene. This finding might reflect a functional overlap between both polymerases, or it could be due to a possible division of labor between first-end synthesis (Pol δ) and second-end synthesis (Pol ε), consistent with the different biochemical properties of the two enzymes.
In sum, survival endpoint assays may lack the sensitivity to document a requirement for a specific enzyme in the context of partially overlapping function, and this could explain the failure of genetic studies to identify a role for Pol ε in HR. More sensitive endpoint assays, such as mutation profiles or molecular assays that also contain kinetic information, implicate Pol ε in HR. Biochemical studies with this enzyme are needed to address the hypothesis that Pol δ is specialized for D-loop extension (first-end synthesis) and Pol ε for second-end extension, as S. cerevisiae Pol ε is incapable of extending Rad51/Rad54-mdiated D-loops in vitro (28). These studies will address the likely functional overlap between these two and possibly additional DNA polymerases.
DNA Polymerase Gamma
DNA polymerase gamma (Pol γ) is a two-subunit enzyme in humans (POLG, POLG2) and a single-subunit enzyme in S. cerevisiae (Mip1). It functions in the replication and repair of mitochondrial DNA (18, 58) . Recent evidence suggests that HR is utilized to repair DSBs in mitochondrial DNA in budding yeast and to a limited extent in mammals (18) . Pol γ coimmunoprecipitates with the mitochondrial Rad52-type protein Mgm101 in S. cerevisiae, implying that Pol γ may function in DNA synthesis during HR-mediated DSB repair (89).
MMBIR: microhomologymediated BIR

DNA Polymerase Zeta
DNA polymerase zeta (Pol ζ) is a multisubunit, low-fidelity polymerase with a two-subunit core complex consisting of the catalytic subunits Rev3 and Rev7 (MAD2L2 or MAD2B in mice and humans) (96) . S. cerevisiae Pol ζ forms a four-subunit complex with the addition of Pol31 and Pol32, shared with Pol δ, enhancing PCNA interaction and TLS activity (55) . Pol ζ also works intimately with Y-family polymerase Rev1 to bypass DNA lesions and extend from terminally mismatched DNA primers and DNA secondary structures (39, 102). Pol ζ is responsible for the vast majority of UV-and methyl methanesulfonate (MMS)-induced mutagenesis observed in budding yeast, illustrating its role in TLS (32, 66).
Although Rev3 deletions in S. cerevisiae and Drosophila are viable (59), disruption of murine Rev3 polymerase activity results in embryonic lethality (64) . Cells derived from Rev3 catalytically deficient mice spontaneously form DNA breaks and micronuclei; they also display chromosomal instability (64) . Many of the chromosomal breaks and rearrangements observed are reminiscent of those seen in HR-deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts, indicating that Rev3 may promote HR in mice (157) .
The role of Pol ζ during HR is complex. Pol ζ confers γ-ray resistance in budding yeast, Drosophila, DT40 cells, mouse, and human cell lines, and it promotes DSB repair (133) . The delayed DSB repair in Pol ζ-deficient cells is likely a consequence of defective HR, as rev3−/− DT40 cells show elevated sensitivity to irradiation in late S and G2, when HR is the predominant DSB repair pathway (105) . S. cerevisiae Rev3 localizes to HO endonuclease-induced DSBs (42), and human Pol ζ promotes spontaneous and I-SceI-induced gene conversion (103, 133) . In Drosophila and S. cerevisiae, the frequency of HR repair of DNA double-strand gaps is partially dependent on Pol ζ, but the amount of DNA synthesized during repair does not appear to be affected (36, 59). Biochemical data reveal that core S. cerevisiae Pol ζ catalyzes short extensions of undamaged oligonucleotide D-loop structures and linear templates more efficiently than does Pol δ in the absence of PCNA (69) . Interestingly, PCNA mildly inhibits the ability of Pol ζ to extend D-loop structures (69) . Together, these data suggest that Pol ζ may initiate first-end DNA synthesis at the D-loop prior to PCNA and Pol δ recruitment.
Evidence also exists that Pol ζ plays only a minor role in HR and may primarily be used during second-end synthesis in a mutagenic capacity. DT40 cells lacking either Rev3 or Rev7 have normal rates of immunoglobulin gene conversion (105) . Several studies in S. cerevisiae show that Pol ζ is dispensable for efficient mitotic gene conversion (41, 46, 117), BIR (22) , and meiotic recombination (116) , but the mutation frequency and signatures of the events in these studies indicate that Pol ζ can perform DNA synthesis during HR. Mutagenesis in S. cerevisiae rev3 mutants during meiotic recombination and mitotic gene conversion is decreased twofold and 1,000-fold, respectively, when the reversion reporter is adjacent to the DSB (116, 117, 142) . In contrast, Pol ζ does not affect mutagenesis during budding yeast mating-type switching, a type of gene conversion assay wherein the repaired region consists of two newly synthesized strands of DNA (41). Together, these studies suggest a role for Pol ζ in ssDNA gap filling, but not in first-end synthesis. This model is supported by the Pol ζ-dependent mutagenesis detected during SSA, which requires only gap filling (162), and during BIR, which requires extensive amounts of second-end synthesis (22) . Furthermore, in situations in which BIR is genetically impaired, Pol ζ facilitates microhomology-mediated BIR (MMBIR) by synthesizing microhomologies templated from the newly synthesized ssDNA behind the D-loop (126) . The mutagenic consequences of Pol ζ synthesis during these various HR mechanisms are discussed in detail in the section Recombination-Associated Mutagenesis below.
Interestingly, Rev7 also antagonizes HR independently of Pol ζ. Human Rev7 localizes to DSBs, interacting with 53BP1 to prevent 5 -end resection and promote NHEJ (8, 159) . Rev7 knockdown in human cells lacking BRCA1 and p53 restores HR function by allowing 5 -end resection and subsequent HR (159) . Thus Rev7 apparently has two disparate roles: singly antagonizing HR by preventing resection at DSBs and facilitating DNA synthesis during HR as part of Pol ζ.
Rev1
Rev1 is a single-subunit Y-family polymerase that possesses dCMP transferase activity, a unique mode of DNA synthesis that allows it to insert a deoxycytosine across from abasic sites, adducts, uracil, and templated guanines (95) . It also promotes spontaneous and DNA damage-induced mutagenesis by recruiting Pol ζ (66). Even though Rev1 contains a highly conserved catalytic domain, several studies have demonstrated that its activity is dispensable for most TLS (38, 156). Instead, Rev1 acts as a scaffolding protein, coordinating TLS by recruiting other polymerases through interactions with its noncatalytic domains. TLS polymerases η, ι, κ, and ζ bind the C-terminal domain of Rev1 (1, 34, 113, 158) . The Rev1-PCNA interaction is enhanced by the Rev1 ubiquitin-binding motif, which interacts with monoubiquitylated PCNA (35).
Multiple studies indicate that Rev1 is needed for resistance to DSB-inducing agents and localizes to sites of DSBs. S. cerevisiae, Drosophila, DT40, and HeLa cells lacking Rev1 are sensitive to γ-rays (59, 88, 105, 133) , and γ-ray-induced mutagenesis in S. cerevisiae depends on Rev1 (88). Additionally, REV1-knockout mouse embryonic fibroblasts are sensitive to camptothecin (161) . In budding yeast, Rev1 localizes to HO-induced DSBs via its BRCT domain (42). In contrast to TLS, where Rev1 recruitment requires PCNA ubiquitylation (35), localization of budding yeast Rev1 to DSBs is independent of PCNA ubiquitylation (42), highlighting lesion-specific recruitment mechanisms. By contrast, microirradiation of human cell lines and murine mouse embryonic fibroblasts with UVA lasers also results in localization of Rev1, and this is partially dependent on the ubiquitin ligase Rad18 as well as on other factors associated with fork stabilization and HR (161) . Although these results appear contradictory, the mechanistic differences of Rev1 DSB localization may be due to distinct modes of DSB induction and/or the absence, from budding yeast, of factors such as FANCD2, BRCA1, and BRCA2.
The data supporting a role for Rev1 in HR are somewhat inconsistent. Loss of Rev1 significantly reduces I-SceI-induced gene conversion in human cells (133, 161) as well as immunoglobulin gene conversion in DT40 cells (105) . Rev1 also functions in an enigmatic way during HR in Drosophila, as loss of Rev1 leads to enhanced repair synthesis during double-strand gap repair (discussed in detail in the next section) (59) . By contrast, in budding yeast, gene-conversion efficiency is unaffected by loss of Rev1 (41, 162), but Rev1 promotes mutagenesis during second-end synthesis of gene conversion, likely via Pol ζ recruitment (162) . Similarly, budding yeast Rev1 promotes MMBIR in concert with Pol ζ, and Rev1 catalytic activity is partially required to synthesize the microhomologies that are utilized during this process (126) . In sum, on the basis of studies to date, Rev1 affects the efficiency and fidelity of HR by coordinating recruitment of other TLS polymerases during second-end synthesis, and it may also play a regulatory role in first-end synthesis.
DNA Polymerase Eta
DNA polymerase eta (Pol η) is a single-subunit enzyme that catalyzes the bypass of UV damage through the incorporation of two adenines opposite a pyrimidine dimer (56, 83) . This property explains its involvement in xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), a human nucleotide excision repair deficiency and cancer predisposition syndrome that leads to skin cancer at sun-exposed parts of the body. The Pol η gene (human RADH, budding yeast POL30) is also known as XP variant and is the only XP gene not encoding a protein active in nucleotide excision repair, which targets UV-induced DNA damage. Pol η is also involved in the bypass of other lesions and associates preferentially with ubiquitylated PCNA (32, 109) .
Pol η has been implicated in HR in chicken DT40 cells. DSB-induced gene conversion was reported to be reduced more than 15-fold in a Pol η mutant cell line, a defect that was fully complemented by the wild-type gene (60) . Unexpectedly, Pol η-deficient DT40 cells do not display the DNA damage sensitivity profile typical for HR deficiency, as they are resistant to IR and cis-platin, an ICL-inducing agent (43). Also XP-variant patient cells that are deficient in Pol η and HeLa cells depleted for Pol η by small interfering RNA do not exhibit an HR defect (73, 99, 130) . Likewise, Pol η-deficient Drosophila are IR resistant but do show an HR defect when the quality of the HR product is analyzed (59) . In S. cerevisiae, mutations in Pol η do not cause an HR defect even in the sensitized pol3-ct background (82, 91) . It is difficult to reconcile these data into a single interpretation. One difference is the comparison between endpoint data (survival, HR) with more sensitive assays, for example, examining the quality of the HR products. In addition, the diverse complement of DNA polymerases in different organisms ( Table 2 ) may result in varying functional overlap between DNA polymerases in HR. Finally, chicken DT40 cells express activation-induced cytidine deaminase, which may result in additional requirements for TLS DNA polymerases; cytidines present in the ssDNA of the resected DSB may be targeted by this enzyme, resulting in base damage that requires TLS DNA synthesis.
In vitro biochemical studies using budding yeast or human proteins to reconstitute HRassociated DNA synthesis demonstrated the ability of Pol η to extend Rad51-mediated D-loops (11, 69, 71, 86, 129, 130, 139) . Pol η was surprisingly efficient in utilizing 3 ends in the D-loop and efficiently extended several hundreds of nucleotides. Unlike Pol δ, D-loop extension by Pol η did not depend on PCNA, but primer utilization was stimulated by PCNA. In sum, the in vitro studies suggest a potential for the involvement of Pol η in D-loop extension and open the possibility that Pol η could extend the invading strand prior to loading of PCNA. However, more in vivo and genetic evidence is needed to determine if this biochemical property of Pol η has biological significance.
DNA Polymerase Lambda
DNA polymerase lambda (λ) is a single-subunit enzyme lacking proofreading activity that has a major function in NHEJ and MMEJ/alt-EJ in budding yeast and mammals (7, 67, 90, 108, 110) . Pol λ processivity and affinity for 3 -hydroxyl ends, but not its fidelity, are stimulated by RPA and PCNA (77) . The human Pol λ allele, R438W, revealed a defect in sister chromatid exchange and sensitivity to the topoisomerase inhibitor camptothecin. This led authors to infer a function of Pol λ in HR (14) , which had also been inferred from its induced expression during meiosis in fungi and mammals (29, 125, 135) . The S. cerevisiae pol4 mutant reveals a meiotic hyper-recombination phenotype, which could be the result of an HR role of Pol λ, but the genetic analysis remains incomplete (68) . There is no information on the function of Pol λ in reconstituted HR reactions. In sum, more studies are needed to evaluate the role of Pol λ in HR.
DNA Polymerase Theta
DNA polymerase theta (Pol θ) is a single-subunit, error-prone polymerase with a 10-to 100-foldhigher misincorporation rate relative to other A-family polymerases (5, 132) . Pol θ can bypass and extend from AP sites (131) and extend from mismatches and bases inserted opposite 6-4 photoproducts (5). This flexibility is due to three unique sequence inserts found in the active site region of the polymerase (45). A notable feature of Pol θ is that it possesses both a translesion www.annualreviews.org • Eukaryotic DNA Pols in Recombinationpolymerase domain and a helicase-like domain, although the latter does not have demonstrable unwinding activity in vitro (131) .
Pol θ was originally characterized in Drosophila as a protein important for resistance to ICLinducing agents (9) . However, there is no evidence that it participates in HR. Recently, it was shown to participate in an alternative form of NHEJ in flies, C. elegans, mice, and humans (6) . The polymerase domain can bridge two broken DNA ends, promote annealing of microhomologous sequences, and extend from the 3 ends (61). A recently published crystal structure of the helicase-like domain suggests that it may also assist in strand annealing during MMEJ/alt-EJ (98) . Mammalian Pol θ possesses three RAD51 interacting domains and can antagonize HR by preventing RAD51 nucleofilament assembly (16) . Loss of Pol θ in combination with mutation of BRCA1, BRCA2, or FANCD2 in mammalian cells results in extreme genomic instability and synthetic lethality (16, 84) , suggesting that targeting Pol θ in HR-deficient cancer cells may be a viable chemotherapeutic option.
DNA Polymerase Iota
DNA polymerase iota (Pol ι) is a single-subunit, error-prone polymerase that can bypass a subset of UV photoproducts in Pol η mutants (49) . Overexpression or knockdown of Pol ι in HeLa cells has no effect on HR frequency (130) . In addition, purified Pol ι does not extend D-loops in vitro, although PCNA dependency has not been tested (130) . Therefore, it seems unlikely that Pol ι plays a significant role in any aspect of HR synthesis.
DNA Polymerase Beta
DNA polymerase beta (β) is involved in vertebrate base-excision repair and is highly expressed in mouse testes, where it promotes the removal of the DSB-inducing endonuclease Spo11 during meiosis (15, 111) . Although overexpression of Pol β stimulates HR in mammalian cells (13) , there is currently no evidence that it is involved in DNA synthesis during HR.
Terminal Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase and DNA Polymerase Mu
There is currently no evidence for involvement of TdT and DNA polymerase mu in HR besides their established roles in immunoglobulin rearrangements and NHEJ (72) .
DNA Polymerase Kappa
DNA polymerase kappa (κ) is an extremely error-prone TLS polymerase that can bypass a variety of lesions (32, 109). Depletion of Pol κ in HeLa cells by small interfering RNA has no effect on DSB-induced gene conversion. Codepletion of both Pol κ and Pol η results in a twofold reduction in gene conversion, in contrast to Pol κ overexpression, which stimulates HR (130) . In vitro, Pol κ extends RAD51-mediated D-loops in a PCNA-stimulated manner with shorter synthesis tracts than those of Pol δ in the same system (130) . More evidence is needed to ascertain the context in which Pol κ operates during HR.
DNA Polymerase Nu
DNA polymerase nu (Pol ν) shares extensive similarity with the polymerase domain of Pol θ and is also error-prone, with a heightened tendency to insert thymine opposite a template guanine (145) . 92) . According to another report, Pol ν interacts with FANCJ and BRCA1 in HEK293T cells, but its previously reported interactions were not detected (146) . Different overexpression levels or tags may be responsible for this variance, and it remains unclear what the exact contribution of Pol ν is to HR.
Chromothripsis:
complex chromosomal rearrangements and copy number variations that occur in a specific genomic region and temporal window Pol ν has been reported to promote both HR and ICL repair in HEK293T cells by interacting with the Fanconi core complex and HelQ helicase, which has high similarity to the helicase-like domain of Pol θ (
PrimPol
PrimPol is the latest addition to the complement of DNA polymerases in eukaryotes (93, 152) ( Table 2 ). The single-subunit enzyme is an archeo-eukaryotic primase that can synthesize DNA de novo in a template-dependent fashion without requirement for an RNA primer. PrimPol functions in the nucleus as well as in mitochondria and is involved in lesion-skipping at stalled replication forks. It will be of interest to test the involvement of PrimPol in BIR and potentially chromothripsis (see below) in mammalian cells.
COMPETITION AND COLLABORATION BETWEEN DNA POLYMERASES
It is well established that translesion DNA polymerases can collaborate during bypass of various DNA lesions (32). The specific nature of these collaborations varies, depending on the organism, cellular context, and type of lesion. For example, human Rev1 collaborates with polymerases η, ι, and κ, but not ζ, to replicate UV-damaged templates (163), whereas XP-variant cells lacking Pol η utilize pol ζ, ι, and κ in bypass of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (165) . Recently, polymerases δ and λ were shown to work together to promote efficient MMEJ/alt-EJ repair of DSBs (90) .
Emerging evidence supports the idea that multiple TLS polymerases may also be utilized for first-end synthesis during HR repair in certain contexts, potentially in competition with replicative polymerases. As mentioned above, the failure of many studies to find evidence for substantial TLS polymerase involvement in HR could be due to functional overlap and/or differences in model systems, cellular contexts, and the nature of the DSB. For example, whereas TLS polymerases do not play a substantial role in gene conversion in budding yeast (41), Pol η and Rev1/Pol ζ are independently required for repair of an 8-nucleotide gapped plasmid from a chromosomal template (36). S. cerevisiae pol3-01 (Pol δ) cells display increased rates of spontaneous recombination; this can be suppressed by mutation of REV1, suggesting that Rev1 may promote a recombination-based replication coping mechanism when a primary replicative polymerase is impaired (91) .
In Drosophila, deletion of either POL η or REV3 has no effect on HR-mediated repair of a 14-kb gap, but the polη rev3 double mutant shows an increase in the extent of repair synthesis (59) . This phenotype is also observed in rev1 mutants, suggesting that the C terminus of Rev1, which interacts with both Pol ζ and Pol η, may coordinate the recruitment of TLS polymerases. Based on these results, a model was proposed in which TLS polymerases may initiate first-end synthesis during gap repair. Because the initial synthesis is nonprocessive, repair proceeds through multiple cycles of strand invasion, synthesis, and D-loop dissociation. Eventually, a replicative polymerase (most likely Pol δ) binds to the D-loop and engages in extensive DNA synthesis (59) . A similar phenomenon may occur during BIR, which at its onset is not processive and can involve many template switches (137) . In cases where BIR is impaired, such as in pif1 mutants, TLS polymerases ζ and Rev1 promote repair by error-prone MMBIR (126) .
INVOLVEMENT OF PROLIFERATING CELL NUCLEAR ANTIGEN IN HOMOLOGOUS RECOMBINATION
Studies of S. cerevisiae mating-type switching using the cold-sensitive PCNA allele pol30-52 established an essential role for PCNA in HR (47, 153) . An important question is whether the presence or absence of PCNA may regulate the access of various polymerases to the D-loop template. The presence of PCNA in vitro stimulates D-loop extension by Pol δ, Pol η, and Pol κ, but not Pol ζ, to various degrees, suggesting that the effect of PCNA is likely to be polymerase specific (69, 71, 130, 139) . However, PCNA does not affect recruitment of Pol δ to D-loop intermediates, suggesting that its main role with Pol δ is to stimulate its strand displacement activity (69) . Interestingly, in the absence of PCNA, D-loop extension by Pol η and Pol ζ is more efficient than extension by Pol δ. The presence of the Rad51 strand exchange protein inhibits PCNA loading and primer extension by Pol δ (69). These data are consistent with the replicative/TLS polymerase competition model described above.
PCNA has also been implicated in BIR. The PCNA FF248,249AA mutation suppresses the cold-sensitive growth of a pol32 mutant but not its BIR defect (76) . Indeed, this PCNA mutation has a dominant negative effect on BIR, although it has no significant effect on gene conversion or normal DNA replication. This suggests that BIR requires a specialized feature of PCNA not required for its other functions.
During TLS, monoubiquitylation of PCNA assists in the recruitment of S. cerevisiae Pol η and Rev1 to lesions (87) . However, monoubiquitylation of PCNA is not required for the function of Rev1/Pol ζ in HR (133) . Sumoylation of PCNA prevents unscheduled HR in S. cerevisiae (50) , but whether and how sumoylated PCNA affects polymerase recruitment are presently unknown. Clearly, the relationship of PCNA modification to polymerase recruitment/retention in HR needs further exploration.
RECOMBINATION-ASSOCIATED MUTAGENESIS
Although HR has historically been considered to be error-free, an expanding body of work disputes this notion, revealing the mutagenic nature of HR. Both small-scale mutations (such as point mutations, frameshifts, and small deletions and insertions) and gross chromosomal rearrangements have been linked to HR. Four broadly defined components underlie HR-associated mutagenesis: polymerase choice, processivity, donor choice, and template integrity (Figure 3) . In addition, HR involving DNA sequences with the potential to form secondary structures may lead to genetic and epigenetic instability (154) . Together, these components mediate mutagenesis and have their own respective propensities for generating small-scale mutations and/or gross chromosomal rearrangements.
Small-scale mutations are observed in all HR pathways and predominantly result from a combination of polymerase synthesis errors and copying of damaged templates. In budding yeast, meiotic recombination is associated with up to a 50-fold increase in mutagenesis, mostly point mutations (78, 101) . The increased mutagenesis is dependent on Spo11, indicating that DSB formation and repair are responsible for the increased mutagenesis. Furthermore, Pol ζ is partially responsible (116) . As with meiosis, mitotic DSB-induced gene conversion and SSA are also mutagenic. Gene conversion and SSA are 50 to >1,400 times more mutagenic than replication, predominantly giving rise to single nucleotide mutations, but also to indels and more complex rearrangements (41, 46, 117, 143, 162) . Studies using mutator alleles of S. cerevisiae Pol δ and ε suggest that they, but not Pol ζ, are responsible for the majority of frameshift mutations and template switches observed during gene conversion in the segment where both DNA strands are newly synthesized (41). The four elements of mutagenic homologous recombination. Interactions of these elements are indicated by arrows. Double-headed arrows indicate that the elements influence each other. The wider the outer yellow and blue circles, the higher is the propensity of each element to contribute to each type of mutation.
Kataegis:
regions of localized hypermutation often observed in cancer genomes and frequently associated with somatic genome rearrangements However, earlier studies concluded that Pol ζ is nearly wholly responsible for the observed nonsense mutations and partially responsible for the frameshift reversions near DSBs (46, 117). In addition, small-scale mutations generated during BIR are created by both Pol ζ and Pol δ, although Pol ζ does not contribute to mutagenesis at all distances from the break or to the same extent as Pol δ (22). The observed difference in polymerase dependency on recombination-mediated mutagenesis may be related to reporter position and the extent of ssDNA surrounding the DSBs. Nonetheless, in general it appears that both replicative and TLS polymerases can be linked to spontaneous mutagenesis during HR synthesis, although their exact contributions are probably context dependent. One prominent feature of HR-associated mutagenesis is likely the result of the greater chemical instability of ssDNA (74) . Small-scale mutations are significantly more frequent in regions surrounding DSBs that require ssDNA fill-in synthesis during SSA (162) . Exposure to UV-light, MMS, or expression of activation-induced cytidine deaminases after DSB induction further increases mutation frequencies and generates mutation clusters spanning up to 100 kb around DSBs. These clusters are reminiscent of kataegis observed in cancer genomes (100, 147) (see sidebar, Homologous Recombination, DNA Synthesis, Kataegis, and Chromothripsis). The mutation signatures in these clusters are characteristic of those that result from error-prone TLS past mutagen-specific ssDNA lesions (12, 121, 147, 160, 162) . They are dependent on ubiquitylated PCNA recruitment of Pol ζ and Rev1 (162) . Low levels of MMS exposure during BIR similarly result in mutation clusters up to 120 kb spanning the entire replicated chromosomal arm. However, the polymerases responsible for these clusters have not been determined (127) . Taken together, these data support a model of small-scale mutation generation by both
HOMOLOGOUS RECOMBINATION, DNA SYNTHESIS, KATAEGIS, AND CHROMOTHRIPSIS
Kataegis and chromothripsis are novel forms of genome instability identified by next-generation sequencing of cancer genomes. Analysis of the mutation signatures and translocation junctions from these genomes suggests that HR could, in part, drive both kataegis (120) and chromothripsis (40). The observed mutation clusters display a mutation signature characteristic of APOBEC-mediated cytidine deamination (119) . Studies in S. cerevisiae suggest that APOBECs likely act on ssDNA during HR and that the mutations are dependent on TLS polymerases. Chromothripsis, by contrast, has been linked in some instances to MMBIR. Nonprocessive BIR from either a DSB or collapsed replication fork may result in successive template switches, leading to extensive copy number variations with accompanying microhomology junctions. Although the proteins responsible for MMBIR observed in cancers remain unknown, a recent report suggests that Pol ζ and Rev1 can promote MMBIR in S. cerevisiae (126) . Future studies are needed to delineate how various DNA polymerases are involved in error-prone HR repair that leads to the complex mutations observed in cancer genomes.
replicative and TLS polymerases, wherein Pol δ misincorporates nucleotides across from undamaged templates and TLS polymerases mediate error-prone TLS following recruitment to ssDNA lesions.
Genome rearrangements resulting from HR are largely dependent on polymerase processivity and donor choice. Although the sister chromatid is a preferred template for HR in somatic cells (53, 57) , it is well documented that homologous and homeologous sequences present throughout the genome can be utilized (4, 149) . Many assays designed to study DSB-induced HR take advantage of this promiscuity. The consequences of using homologous chromosomes and ectopic homology include localized loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and translocations (52, 94, 118) .
A number of recent studies illustrate that ectopic donor sequences can be used even after strand invasion and initiation of first-end synthesis, resulting in complex mutagenesis events. Spontaneous DSBs in S. cerevisiae readily lead to HR-mediated template switching and rearrangements at repeated elements (17, 115) , whereas induced BIR and gene conversions lead to template switches and rearrangements at ectopic homologous and homeologous sequences (4, 107, 122, 136, 137, 141, 149) . Template switching during BIR is particularly mutagenic because of the sheer quantity of ssDNA that is generated. A single template switch during BIR can result in large regions of copy number variation, with a duplication of an entire chromosome arm and subsequent loss of another, as well as LOH and nonreciprocal translocations (107, 122, 136, 137) . Furthermore, multiple template switches, involving a return to the original donor or to additional ectopic templates, lead to substantial genome rearrangements with complex copy number variations and aneuploidy (107, 136, 137, 141) .
Interestingly, template switching during BIR often takes place within 10 kb of the initial D-loop synthesis, which is within the region postulated to be synthesized by an inherently less-processive process (136, 137, 141) . Some studies show a Pol32 requirement for the template switch events, whereas others only implicate a partial dependency on Pol32 (4, 107, 122, 136) . The difference in Pol32 dependency is likely due to the varying amounts of synthesis necessary for either the first or second template switch to occur in each system. It remains to be determined what initiates spontaneous template switches or which polymerase is responsible. Rdh54 is required for template switching in BIR and gene conversion, but the involvement of Rad51, Rad54, and other factors required for the initial invasion cannot be tested, as absence of the initial invasion precludes template switching (4, 149) .
Template switching in BIR can be increased by disrupting polymerase processivity. Treating budding yeast undergoing BIR with a high dose of MMS leads to half-crossover-initiation cascade rearrangements. These rearrangements result from polymerase stalling at MMS lesions formed in double-stranded DNA, leading to half-crossovers and a broken donor chromosome, which can then undergo a secondary BIR event (127) . Half-crossover-initiation cascade events can also be initiated by decreasing processivity via genetic manipulation (10, 75, 136, 141) . One of the most drastic consequences of nonprocessive BIR is MMBIR, which occurs when BIR stalls and a template switch occurs at microhomologous sequences, followed by limited synthesis by Pol ζ and Rev1 (126) . These findings are particularly interesting because they suggest a mechanism by which TLS polymerase-mediated MMBIR could act as a potential driver of the gross chromosomal rearrangement that often occurs in cancer.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. HR involves several distinct modes of DNA synthesis that likely involve different, potentially overlapping, DNA polymerases.
2. The large and to some degree diverse complement of DNA polymerases in eukaryotes complicates comparisons between organisms, in particular for the involvement of nonreplicative DNA polymerases.
3. The likely overlap between DNA polymerases necessitates more sophisticated, real-time, and qualitative product analysis in addition to survival and genetic HR endpoint assays.
4. DNA polymerase δ is the primary DNA polymerase to extend the invading strand in RAD51-mediated D-loops for first-end DNA synthesis.
5. Several DNA polymerases, including Pol ε, η, λ, ζ, and κ, have been implicated in HR, but more studies are needed to firmly establish their exact functions and potentially organism-specific roles.
6. Both small-scale mutations and genomic rearrangements can result from HR-mediated repair. These arise from a combination of template switching and generation of ssDNA that is prone to further mutational processes.
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